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Abstract 

 

     With a growing demand of hidden insights from the large scale of data, 

multi-way join operations become the key of many OLAP-style data analytic 

tasks for not only relational data analysis, but also various scientific 

applications. To process OLAP-style data analytic tasks with cost-efficiency, 

shared-nothing distributed system, such as MapReduce, gets its popularity in 

both academic field and enterprises. However, due to various lacks in support 

of MapReduce such as processing data from multiple sources and data skew 

handling, join operation is inefficient operation in MapReduce. Specifically, 

generation of query execution plan in MapReduce does not consider the 

dominantly utilized resources that affect the performance of a query processing 

significantly. Our work is based on a counter observations from traditional 

wisdoms of query processing in MapReduce: reducing the number of MapReduce 

job does not guarantee the performance benefit, and growing intermediate data 

does not always triggers the performance degradation.

     In this work, we propose efficient resource-aware multi-way join 

processing method by taking not only algorithmic approach, but also systemic 

approach. As an algorithmic approach, we propose in-memory streaming hash 

join method with careful consideration of memory constraint in a computing 

machine and a balanced workload of each join task. As a systemic approach, we 

propose a generation of efficient multi-way join query execution plan. In 

experimental results, our method improves the performance of multi-way join 

query processing, especially the latest version of Apache Hive[5], and 

AQUA[11]. In addition, our method shows better performance even if the 

aggregated intermediate data is larger than other method by exploiting major 

resources very efficiently. 

Keywords: multi-way join, resource-aware, MapReduce, streaming, balanced 

workload.
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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

MapReduce [1]  is de facto standard framework for processing very large 
dataset in cluster environment. MapReduce provides many important features for 
processing large-scale of data such as fault-tolerance, simple parallel programming 
interface, load balancing, and scalability. Hadoop [2] is the open-source implementation 
of Google’s MapReduce that is composed with MapReduce as processing engine and 
HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) as data storage. At the beginning, Google 
developed MapReduce to process relatively simple logics such as inverted index and 
reverse web-link graph [1]. Many companies even Google are still relying on traditional 
database system with SQL to process complex business logic.

Nowadays, many enterprises such as Facebook, Amazon, LinkedIn and Yahoo! 
have to process hundreds of terabytes of data within few hours to generate useful 
insights for their business. By exploiting well-structured data layout and many features 
of traditional database system (e.g., index, columnar storage, materialized view and 
various query optimization techniques), powerful database server can process database 
operation within reasonable time. In other words, scale-up approach in traditional 
database system looks good solution since it can avoid the complexity of both new 
system implementation and programming model for distributed and parallel 
environments. However, there is an obvious limitation in cost-efficiency of scale-up 
approach even if the price of hardwares has dropped continuously [32]. Hadoop solves 
those two limitations of parallel and distributed system without any requirement from 
users. At this situation, scale-out approach based oh Hadoop is one of the best 
alternative way to handle large-scale of data not only efficiently but also economically 
[33].

As the view of large-scale data processing via scale-out approach, so-called 
SQL-on-Hadoop [4] solution becomes the trend of large data processing since SQL is 
the most widely used method to process data analytics. As a result, SQL-on-Hadoop 
gains its popularity and improving the performance of SQL-on-Hadoop solutions 
becomes major research topics from not only database community but also distributed 
and parallel computing community. Apache Hive [5] and Apache Pig [6] are well-known 
SQL-on-Hadoop solutions since user can fully exploit all advantages of Hadoop with 
familiar way via　SQL-like language they support. Before introducing the 
“SQL-on-Hadoop” solution, HadoopDB [3] shows the possibility of organizing hybrid data 
processing system that is combination of traditional database system and Hadoop. 
Therefore, hybrid data processing system can utilize many advantages of both system 
such as indexes from traditional database system and fault-tolerance from Hadoop. 
Those various advantages can be exploited to improve the performance of query 
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execution, especially join operation since join operation is the most expensive operation 
in database system. 

Similarly, join operation in SQL-on-Hadoop system is also the most important 
and the most expensive operation. SQL-on-Hadoop solutions take a simple approach to 
transform the given query to MapReduce semantics. Specifically, when we try to process 
-way join,    MapReduce jobs which represent binary join are executed 
sequentially. The well-known drawbacks of the chain of MapReduce jobs are high cost 
of intermediate data management and task management cost. For overcoming 
drawbacks, [8, 9, 11] try to reduce required number of MapReduce job for processing 
multi-way join. Especially in [9], they try to process multi-way theta-join using only one 
MapReduce job. This is the opposite approach compared to “one-operator-per-one-job” 
approach of the majority of MapReduce applications. There is the common wisdom that 
is related to the length of MapReduce jobs: the shorter sequence of MapReduce jobs, 
the better performance we gain since we can reduce the cost for intermediate data 
materialization. However, we observed that extreme bushy-style query execution plan 
can reduce the number of required MapReduce jobs significantly, but degrades query 
processing performance enormously. The author in [10] argued similar idea as our 
observation. Specifically, reduced number of MapReduce job increases the workload of 
join operation due to explosive growth of duplicated data. Due to that reason, left-deep 
plan shows better performance compared to the bushy-style plan in many case. 
Therefore, we can derive the fact that reducing the amount of duplicated data is very 
important to achieve better performance of query execution [9, 14, 15]. However, we 
observed that multi-way join with left-deep plan does not always has benefit since it 
can increase the inter-job intermediate data generated by the    MapReduce job that 
is consumed by the next MapReduce job. To sum it up, the size of duplicated data 
within a job (intra-job intermediate data) and inter-job intermediate data (temporary join 
result) play a role in the multi-way join query execution in MapReduce based on the 
situation. 

If we use the left-deep plan, we can generate the least amount of duplicated data 
(intra-job intermediate data), even zero, by the types of join operation. However, 
left-deep plan generates more inter-job intermediate data. In contrast, bushy-style plan 
generates more duplicated data than left-deep plan, but it can reduce inter-job 
intermediate data dramatically. Based on these facts, we observed that the different 
types of plan triggers different resource utilizations, especially three major resources in 
the system: CPU, disk and network. If we generates more duplicated data to process a 
join within short length of MapReduce job, we need to use more network resource than 
left-deep plan since the size of data transferred across the network is large. On the 
contrary, disk can become relatively the most important resource during the query 
processing if we utilize network resource not as much as bushy-type plan. In addition, 
when the size of table is growing, it is hard to process a join in MapReduce because of 
the memory constraint. Since MapReduce utilizes the heap memory to buffer tuples of 
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join tables, it is impossible to complete the query when we need to buffer more than 
the size of available heap memory due to memory overflow. Even if we exploit virtual 
memory, we cannot guarantee not only the completion of join task, but also the 
reasonable performance due to heavy page swapping. 

Based on our observation, we proposed a new multi-way join method which 
deliberately considers both algorithmic and systemic approaches. In algorithmic 
approach, we propose in-memory streaming hash join method to avoid memory 
overflow problem while processing join operation in MapReduce. In other approach, we 
propose a method of generating resource-aware efficient query execution plan in 
MapReduce. Specifically, we introduce a cost model to estimate the throughput ratio of 
dominantly used resources in MapReduce. Based on the cost model, we generate 
efficient query execution plan of complex query to exploit more fast resource. An 
extensive experimental evaluation shows that our join method is faster than the latest 
version of Apache Hive [5] and Aqua [11]. The contributions of this work are as follows:

●We propose in-memory streaming hash join techniques that can avoid 
memory overflow problem in MapReduce. 

●We propose cost model of measuring the throughput of disk and network 
resources under the concurrent task execution environment in MapReduce. 
Based on the cost model, we can measure the throughput of two major 
resources to decide the fast resource. Query optimizer can exploit this fact to 
process multi-way join query more efficiently.

●We propose a method to generate efficient query execution plan for multi-way 
join query in MapReduce. This method optimizes the join order to maximize the 
filtering rate of large table evolving in join operation for not only decreasing 
inter-job intermediate data, but also increasing the efficiency of streaming join 
performance. 

●Through extensive evaluation, we demonstrate that our join method shows 
better performance than representative methods when we process multi-way join 
query.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows. In Section Ⅱ, we 
introduces background of this work. And then, we briefly present the major and basic 
join methods in MapReduce environment. In addition, we also introduce the 
1-Buchet-Theta and Replicated join method. In Section Ⅳ, we describe resource-aware 
multi-way join method in detail. In Section Ⅴ, we shows the experimental results of our 
method. In Section Ⅵ, related work is discussed and we conclude in Section Ⅶ. 
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Ⅱ. BACKGROUND

2.1 MapReduce

MapReduce hides the complexity of parallel programming via simple 
programming interface. It is enough that a user just writes simple two functions to run 
MapReduce program: map and reduce. Figure 1 shows the overall dataflow of 
MapReduce. At first, each map function processes a data chunk and generates map 
output function; we can see the map function as the filtering phase of MapReduce. The 
output of map function is spread out to the reduce functions which is called shuffling 
phase. Each reduce function processes a part of the output data. Finally, the result is 
produced as a final job output. MapReduce uses <key, value> pair as a unit of 
processing. Table 1 shows the input/output type of map and reduce function, 
respectively. Note that K1, K2, and K3 mirror the different types of key classes in 
MapReduce. In addition, V1, V2 and V3 mirror the different types of value classes in 
MapReduce. User can use whatever key and value classes she wants in MapReduce. 
Besides, user can implement her own customized key and value types to process data 
in MapReduce.

Figure 1. Dataflow of MapReduce.

Table 1. MapReduce types.

Figure 2 shows the internals of MapReduce as a view of operator pipeline. We 
describe operations in map and reduce phases as blue and orange colored quadrangles. 
After map phase is started, input file is divided into several logical segments which are 
called a split. Note that the split is a synonym of data chunk in Figure 1. Then, record 
reader parses raw data from a split line-by-line manner and transforms each line of 
data into a record of <K1, V1> pair. Each <K1, V1> pair calls map function and is 
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transformed to a record of <K2, V2> pair. All transformed <K2, V2> pairs are stored in 
memory buffer before either the buffer is full or all records in the split are processed. 
To generate output data of map phase, a bunch of <K2, V2> pairs in memory is sorted 
and spilled into local disk. Note that a bunch of <K2, V2> pairs in output data is 
described as a list of <K2, V2> pairs in Table 1. If there are more than one spilled file, 
merge operation merges several spilled files into only one file that is Temp file in 
Figure 2. When reduce phase is started, reduce task first copies input data from 
different machines across network. If all data are copied, every partial data is merged 
into one file since a reduce task copies a partial data from Temp file in other 
machines. Note that the destination of partial data in Temp file is decided by 
partitioning function. Every reduce task copies partial data in Temp file which is 
partitioned to it. The reduce function takes a list of <K2, V2> pairs as input data and 
transforms into a list of <K3, V3> pairs. Final output of MapReduce job is stored at 
HDFS as a list of <K3, V3> pairs.

Figure 2. Operator pipeline in MapReduce.

Next, we briefly describe the Hadoop ecosystem. Figure 3 represents the 
building block of Hadoop ecosystem.  First, in terms of building block, MapReduce is a 
computation tier and Distributed File System (HDFS) becomes storage tier. HDFS 
(Hadoop Distributed File System) divide large data into a specific size of the block. By 
default, the size of the block in HDFS is 128MB. Each block is stored and managed by 
HDFS. Two building blocks are called as Hadoop. There are other applications that 
either operate on top of Hadoop or runs on top of distributed file system. For example, 
Apache Hive [5]  exploits Hadoop since it uses MapReduce as a computation engine and 
HDFS as a storage engine. In contrast, Apache Tajo [34] only exploits HDFS to store 
data and executes their program by their own processing engine.

Figure 3. Hadoop ecosystem.
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2.2 SQL-on-Hadoop

SQL-based database system is widely used for data analytics. There are 
enormous efforts to improve the performance of database system since 1960s. After the 
proposal of the relational model by Edgar F. Codd [45], so-called relational database 
management system (RDBMS) become the standard way to store and process the data. 
Normally, database management system (DBMS) works with a single, powerful system. 
Before the era of big data, a powerful server which operates DBMS is enough to handle 
data within reasonable time. As DBMS has been developed, there are various possible 
architectures which can operate DBMS from a single machine system to shared-nothing 
cluster system. From those historical backgrounds, distributed DBMS and parallel DBMS 
are proposed in the middle of 1970s and 1980s, respectively. However, distributed DBMS 
has failed to replace relational DBMS due to many critical drawbacks such as too 
complex locking protocol and data integrity. In addition, parallel DBMS also faced 
critical issues from business area due to the limitation of scalability over hundreds or 
thousand of machines and cost-efficiency of the system. In terms of those aspects, 
Hadoop can guarantee the scalability of the system since it can operate over thousands 
of machines without difficulties. In addition, Hadoop can achieve cost-efficiency because 
it does not require any software license cost. Therefore, Hadoop can gain significant 
traction with both academic field and real business areas based on those reasons. 
Currently, Hadoop has been rapidly developed under the support of both open-source 
community and commercial areas. In addition, Hadoop is used as the central data 
repository for all kinds of data in enterprises such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Yahoo!. 
Based on the Hadoop, each company organizes their own data analysis framework, by 
replacing expensive and not-scalable data processing system.

As the trend moves towards to Hadoop-based data analytic system, there is 
enormous efforts to develop Hadoop-based data analytic system that supports various 
features of DBMSs. Specifically, SQL-like querying language has required to reduce the 
difficulty of describing complex database query by exploiting MapReduce interface. 
SQL-on-Hadoop [4] is the terminology to express the Hadoop-based system to process 
various operations in DBMSs. The very first SQL-on-Hadoop solution is Apache Hive [5]. 
Apache Hive is the original SQL-on-Hadoop solution which translates given SQL-like 
query to MapReduce semantics that is processed over Hadoop. Since Hive provides 
HiveQL which models MySQL syntax, many people who are familiar to SQL-based data 
processing system can use Hive without any difficulty. In addition, since Hive is working 
on top of Hadoop, it can fully exploits the major advantages of Hadoop such as 
fault-tolerance, and scalability as free. There are many researches that try to apply the 
historical lessons from database system for improving the performance of Hive. For 
example, [12] introduces the latest techniques applied in Hive such as improvement of 
data layout, indexes, compression, query planning, and query execution. Similar 
motivation as Hive, there are many possible solutions which can categorized as 
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“SQL-on-Hadoop” [6, 34, 35, 36] but in this work we focus on the Apache Hive since it 
is the most stable and popular system among SQL-on-Hadoop solutions.
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Ⅲ. JOIN PROCESSING USING MAPREDUCE

In this section, we introduce various join methods in MapReduce. As an 
example, we consider two-way join query that joins Table  and Table   with equality 
join condition. In multi-way join case, we consider three-way join query that joins Table 
 , Table  , and Table  with equality join conditions. At the last of this section, we 
summary the major idea of all methods we mentioned in this section.

3.1 Basic join algorithms in MapReduce

For describing basic join algorithms, we strictly assume that given two-way join 
query, the cardinality of the Table   is much smaller than the cardinality of the table 
 (e.g., ≪ ).

   ●Broadcast join

we can classify join methods in two types: map-side join and reduce-side join. 
Broadcast join is categorized as map-side since two input tables are joined in map 
phase, not reduce phase. Thus, map-side join can be executed as a map-only job and 
both input tables are not shuffled via network. However, broadcast join has a strict 
constraint on available memory space that a small table (in this case, Table  ) can be 
fully loaded into memory of a map task. This constraint limits the practical use of 
broadcast join, but very useful in applications such as star schema join or snowflake 
schema join [17]. Figure 4 represents the workflow of map-side join in MapReduce. We 
also introduces how Hive processes map-side join in Figure 5.

      

      Figure 4. Map-side join in MapReduce.                Figure 5. Map-side join in Hive.

In broadcast join, Table   is distributed to every map task across the network. 
Before starting each map task, MapReduce system checks if Table   exists in the local 
file system. If there is no file of Table  , copying once into local file system from DFS. 
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After finishing copy of Table  , all tuples in Table   are loaded into memory of 
each map task and map task builds hashtable of Table  . Finally, map task uses thee 
hashtable of Table   to join an incoming tuple of Table . The difference between 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 is either a preprocess step for the Table S is existed or not. In 
Hive, Table   is preprocessed at 1st map only job to generate its hashtable. The 1st map 
only job spills built hashtable of Table   as output of map task. Then, Hive system tries 
to compress and archive the spilled hashtable files into only one file. In contrast, the 
method in Figure 4 distributed Table   without preprocessing step. 

Avoiding the sorting cost of Table   is one of advantages of broadcast join. 
However, the major advantage of broadcast join is reducing the shuffling cost of Table 
 since join is performed at map task. However, map-side join has critical constraint: 
Table   must fit into the memory space of each map task. Therefore, even if Table   
is relatively very smaller than table , we cannot exploit the advantages of map-side 
join if Table   is larger than the available memory size of map task.

   ●Repartition join

Repartition join is the basic join method in MapReduce, which can be classified 
as reduce-side join. It can be implemented via one MapReduce job. In this method, both 
Table  and Table   are partitioned on the join key, and then spread out via shuffling 
phase. At reduce task, all incoming tuples are buffered into separate memory space and 
then joined by exploiting Cartesian-product. For separating incoming tuples into 
different memory space by their source tables, we add a table tag to all map output 
tuples. By exploiting table tag, tuples that came from the different source table are 
buffered in a different memory space. After all tables are buffered, reduce task 
performs join between buffered two sets of records. Table 6 shows the dataflow of 
repartition join in MapReduce.

Figure 6. Repartition join in MapReduce.
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All the records which have the same join key are grouped together as an input 
of the reduce function after the sort and merge steps of map phase. As a view of join 
implementation, two strategies are commonly chosen to implement join methods: 
nested-loop and Cartesian product.

Major problem of repartition join is the memory space constraint which is same 
as broadcast join. For performing join operation, all records from both Table   and 
Table  have to be buffered in memory. Temporarily, it is possible to avoid this 
problem by increasing the number of reduce task. When we increase the number of 
reduce tasks, the total number of join keys per each reduce task can be decreased. 
However, increasing the number of reduce tasks is not the perfect solution when tuples 
in tables are highly skewed. More specifically, it is possible that the cardinality of tables 
is huge, but number of distinct join key is not enough to evenly partition the workload 
of reduce tasks. Thus, this imbalance of workload triggers a memory issue. In the next 
paragraph, we describe improved repartition join for handling memory issue of 
(standard) repartition join. In addition, another issue of repartition join is that this 
algorithm has to sort and shuffle both Table   and Table . When not only query is 
complex but also the size of data is large, computational resources may trigger 
performance bottleneck during the sort and shuffle phase due to the high interferences 
between resources. 

   ●Improved repartition join

The motivation of improved repartition join is to avoid memory space constraint 
of the standard version of repartition join. In algorithmic view, this method requires 
many changes in not only logics of both map and reduce functions, but also organizing 
partitioning key The main change in the improved version of repartition join is 
modifying the order of records in reduce input data. Specifically, Table S is sorted 
ahead of Table R; therefore tuples of Table S are positioned ahead of tuples of Table R 
at input data of reduce task.

Improved repartition join exploits the secondary sort [13] via organizing 
composite key at map phase. The composite key of improved repartition join exploits 
two attributes: join key and table tag. The main idea of improved repartition join is 
grouping records that have the same table tag, and sorting each group by the join key 
of the tuple. Therefore, records which have the same table tag is grouped together. 
Then, records in the same group are sorted by their join key. More specifically, we can 
group map output records by lexicographic order of source tables and sort by its join 
key by organizing composite key. Therefore, we require the implementation of three 
additional functions: partitioning, sorting, and grouping functions. At first, we need to 
indicate that what the partitioning key of the composite key is at the partitioning 
function. Then, we need to implement a grouping function to guarantee records that 
have the same table tag are grouped together. Especially, the purpose of grouping 
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function is to make Table   existing in front of Table  in reduce input data. By 
exploiting grouping function, we only need to buffer records in Table   and then 
remaining records in Table  are streamed into reduce task. We build the hashtable of 
records in Table   first, and then probing hashtable by streamed records of Table  to 
get the join result. Finally, we need to implement a sorting function. To guarantee the 
sort order of records in the same partitioning group, we need to compare between the 
join keys only if tuples are reside in the same partitioning group. Figure 7 visualizes 
the difference between the default sorting mechanism of MapReduce and the approach 
of the improved repartition join. A quadrangle stands for a record of reduce input data. 
All records including both yellow and purple quadrangles in Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) 
are assigned into the same reduce task, respectively. In case of Figure 7(a), all records 
are sorted by the join keys, but they are not grouped by source tables. However, Figure 
7(b) shows the perfect sorting order as we want; All records in Figure 7(b) are grouped 
by the table tag at first, and then sorted by the join key of each record. Therefore, all 
partitioned records in table   will be sorted ahead of records of table . 

Figure 7. The different result of sorting methods. 

By exploiting composite key, improved repartition join can relax the memory 
space constraint of its standard version since it does not need to buffer all records 
from both tables. However, if the number of reduce tasks is not enough to evenly 
partition the records from Table  , MapReduce job has to be failed due to the out of 
memory issue. In this case, the user needs to increase the number of reduce tasks and 
re-run the MapReduce job. In addition, this version also has possibility of performance 
bottleneck from the additional sort and shuffle operation of composite keys. 
Furthermore, it also requires shuffling both tables across the network. For improving 
those disadvantages, semi join is introduced.

   ●Semi join [7] 

The motivation of semi join is reducing the amount of shuffled data which are 
not necessary to generate the join result. When Table  is very large, many records in 
Table  are actually not referenced by the records in Table  . Based on this fact, semi 
join reduces unnecessary tuples in Table  to reduce not only shuffling cost, but also 
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sorting cost to filter out tuples in Table  that are not referenced by tuples in Table  . 
We can categorize semi join as reduce-side join.

Semi join is implemented by using three MapReduce jobs. We briefly introduce 
the functionality of each phase. Table 2 describes the brief introduction of each phase 
of semi join in MapReduce.

Table 2. Short explanations of each phase of semi join in MapReduce.

In the first phase, map function scans Table   and buffers the unique join keys 
into a hashset. Then, all buffered unique keys in the hashset are materialized to local 
disk. Then, only one reduce task is launched to aggregate unique keys from the output 
of all map tasks into one file; generating a set of unique key in Table  . Note that 
there is no built-in support of hash-aggregation in MapReduce. Reduce task of the first 
phase just writes output of aggregated unique keys as list  . The second phase is 
executed via map-only job. Table   is broadcasted before starting map function. Each 
map function scans chunk of table  and filters out unnecessary tuples by exploiting 
table  . Each    chunk of Table  generates an output table as  , where 
 ≺  ≺ . Final phase  joins two tables by exploiting broadcast join. Before starting map 
functions,∀  are distributed across the network. Map function scans chunk of Table 
  and joins by exploiting copied output of the second phase, ∀ .

Semi join can possibly show better performance in specific conditions. When 
joining Table  and Table  , reader can raise a question that what is the different 
condition between broadcast join and semi join. When the size of the unique key list   
is larger than the available memory space in map task of the second phase, the 
memory issue holds the elephant’s ankle again. However, if there is no memory 
problem at the second phase, semi join can reduce sorting and shuffling cost of final 
phase by filitering unnecessary tuples in Table . This example can be applied in real 
business applications such as log processing and join task between a fact table and a 
dimension table in a snowflake schema [16]. However, when the key distribution of 
Table  is even, semi-join cannot achieve the performance benefit. In details, let we 
assume that join keys of Table  are uniformly distributed. Then, even if we derive   
from Table  , we cannot expect the performance benefit when either the cardinality or 
the size of Table   is very small; Those cases can decrease the filtering rate of tuples 
in Table . Note that if we filter out unnecessary tuples, we can save the cost of sort, 
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shuffle, and tuple materialization. In addition, maximizing filtering rate can reduce the 
amount of memory space to buffer temporary tuples during multi-way join operation. 
Therefor, decreased filtering rate of Table  increases the cost of both sort and shuffle 
of Table . Another disadvantage of semi join is the disk scan cost to generate ∀  
[7]. More specifically, in a map task of the final phase, only few tuples of Table   are 
joined with broadcasted tuples in ∀ . Because the range of the join key in a chunk 
of Table   covers very short scope of the range of the join key in ∀ . To avoid 
those problems, per-split semi join is introduced.

The main idea of per-split semi join is generating filtered tuples of Table  per 
split  of Table  . Thus, a filtered chunk of Table  joins to only necessary tuples in 
the corresponding split  of Table  . Table 3 introduces the brief explanation of 
per-split semi join in MapReduce. In phase 1, map-only job is executed to generate a 
unique key list   per each chunk  of Table  . In next phase, tuples in a input 
chunk of Table  is loaded into a hashtable in memory and each   is copied from 
DFS. Then, the unique keys in each   are read to probe the hashtable and results 
are stored in local disk with a table tag of  

. A single reduce task is executed and 
output of map tasks per  

 are aggregated and stored in DFS. At the final phase, 
 

 and   are joined by map-side join. By joining tables per-split manner, we can 
reduce more unnecessary data of both tables. However, we observed that per-split semi 
join shows no performance benefits compared to other join methods including standard 
semi join method when either scale of data becomes large or filtering rate of join 
operation is low.

Table 3. Short explanations of each phase of per-split semi join in MapReduce.

3.2 replicated join [14]

When we process complex query that contains multiple join operators, the 
simple method is planning query execution plan by virtue of left-deep tree. In left-deep 
tree, one join operator is translated as a one MapReduce job and this approach looks 
simple and naturally. As a result, when there are   join operators existing in given 
query, total number of   MapReduce jobs are required to process whole join operators. 
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If there are remaining operators such as group by operator, more MapReduce jobs are 
translated and executed after the end of MapReduce jobs for join operations.

Foto N. Afrati et. al. [14] proposed a way to join several tables using only one 
MapReduce job. However, both MapReduce interface and dataflow are not familiar to 
process data from multiple sources. For example, a partitioning method becomes a 
critical issue when we try to process more than one input source in MapReduce. Thus, 
many database operators can be implemented by exploiting MapReduce interface, but 
not in a natural way. In contrast, simple applications such as filtering or scanning data 
from one text file is very simple and fits naturally in MapReduce interface. Because we 
do not need to care about either the partitioning or data separation methods. Based on 
those facts, we carefully describe from its implementations to pros and cons compared 
to other methods from the next paragraph. For detail explanation, we consider a chain 
join that joins three tables: Table A, Table B and Table C.

In replicated join the main issue is how to implement the partitioning method 
for deciding the destination where each tuple will be sent. For handling this issue, let 
we consider  by  matrix   that has total of    cells in the inside. A reduce 
task that is mapped into one of  cells in matrix   processes all tuples assigned to 
that cell. Let  be a hash function that hashing  into  cells in the matrix  . 
A tuple  is partitioned by . More specifically, each tuple     
in the Table   is partitioned to the      ∈  . Similarly, 
each tuple     in Table  is also partitioned to the 
      ∈  . A Tuple     in Table   is 
partitioned to       which is sent to the specific one reduce 

task. This tuple-to-reduce mapping ensures that each reduce task receives 
  portion 

of tuples from Table   and Table , and 


  from Table  .  From now, we call the 

matrix   as join matrix and each cell of the join matrix as join cell.

Figure 8 shows the join matrix of replicated join and its example case when 
   (  ). Except tuples in Table  , tuples in both Table   and Table  need to 
be replicated into several join cells. For example, if a tuple ′ of Table   is assigned at 
the first row because of     , ′  has to be replicated to four reduce 
tasks to cover join cells (blue colored join cells). As orthogonal case, if a tuple ′′  of 
Table  is assigned at the first column due to     , ′′ has to be 
replicated to all four reduce tasks to cover join cells (yellow colored join cells). By 
replicating data, we can reduce required MapReduce jobs from two to one. After 
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required tuples are replicated, tuples of three tables are joined together by exploiting 
nested-loop method.

Figure 8. Visualization of join matrix of replicated join (m=4). 

3.3 1-bucket-theta join [15]

1-Bucket-theta focuses on the size of input and output data in reduce function 
and categorize the state of reduce task as among one of three types: input-size 
dominated, output-size dominated, and input-output balanced. The goal of the 
1-bucket-theta is based on the simple idea: minimizing job completion time is related to 
the input and output size of reduce task. This method assumes the binary join with 
theta condition and only exploits the cardinality of the input tables. However, we only 
focus on the equality join condition and all theta join conditions are beyond our scope.

To minimize job completion time, we need to find a join matrix that guarantees 
balanced workload of reduce tasks. The join matrix contains several regions that are 
covering join cells in  . Each region is mapped into a reduce task. For example, if 
there are  regions that cover the join matrix, then MapReduce job uses  reduce tasks 
to process given query: matrix-to-reducer mapping. We visualize various 
matrix-to-reducer mapping methods in Figure 9. The number in each colored join cell  
in Figure 9 represents the partitioning key of assigned tuples in this join cell. All tuples 
with the same partitioning key are assigned to the same reduce task. MapReduce 
scheduled specific partitioning keys to reduce tasks to process data. 
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Figure 9. Visualization of three possible matrix-to-reduce mapping (k=3). 

In Figure 9(a), reducer #1 takes two partitioning keys: key 5 and key 8. 
However, Reducer #1 generates only two output tuples. In contrast, Reducer #2 takes 
only one partitioning key, key 7, but it actually receives five input tuples and generates 
six output tuples that are the maximum number of input and output tuples of this join 
matrix, respectively. Similarly, remaining two methods also have their own maximum 
reduce input and output tuples. Among three methods, balanced method is the best 
matrix-to-reducer mapping method since its maximum reduce input and output tuples 
are the lowest. Therefore, we want to know how can we find the best matrix-to-reducer 
mapping method to achieve the best performance of join processing. 

We examine more detail of balanced method in Figure 9(c). Interesting point of 
balanced method is that it can map tuples into reduce tasks near optimally in terms of 
reduce input and output tuples even if some reduce tasks receive duplicated tuples. 
More specifically, Figure 10 represents the internal state of join cells of Figure 9(c). 
There are six join cells that are not required to generate the join result (black colored 
cells).

Figure 10. Internal state of each join cell in balanced method of Figure 9(c).
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The optimization goal of this method is not only balancing input and output size 
of reduce task, but also reduce the amount of duplicated data. 1-bucket-theta method 
exploits simple randomization function  . The   function 
returns an integer from 0 to  if the number of tuples in Table  is . If we know the 
specific information of join key distribution, we can decide the destination of an input 
tuple without randomization process. For example, in Figure 10, we can assign the tuple 
that has join key of 5 at the first row of a join matrix if we know the existence of the 
join key of 7, 8, and 9 and join key 5 is the smallest number among all join keys. 
However, in the condition of 1-bucket-theta, there is no information except the 
cardinality of the input tables. Furthermore, when the tuple that has join key as 5 
comes to map function, it cannot know all required information to partition the tuple, 
especially join key distribution. Therefore, we cannot decide the destination of a tuple 
of join key 5 to the first row. To achieve the optimization goal, we need to organize a 
join matrix that each region covers even area of join matrix. Randomization process 
decides the random row or column of input tuple. If a row is decided, then this tuple is 
duplicated to each region that intersects with this row. However, randomization can 
make skewness of data partitioning that some rows or columns are randomly selected 
by randomization process, but other rows or columns are not. However, partitioning 
skewness of randomization function over large scale of data is extremely unlikely. This 
can be proved by Chernoff Bound; it is impossible for reduce task to get more than 
10% of input data compared to other reduce tasks and not generate more that 1.21 
times of its input [15]. The major advantages of 1-bucket-theta come from those 
backgrounds, especially for handling data skewness. From these view, 1-bucket-theta 
method can guarantee its efficiency by strong analytical results.
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Ⅳ. RESOURCE-AWARE MULTI-WAY JOIN PROCESSING IN

MAPREDUCE

In this section, we propose the resource-aware multi-way join method with two 
approaches: algorithm, and system. First, we introduce in-memory streaming hash join 
for processing multi-way join as an algorithmic approach. In addition, we propose a 
new considerable factor of the query optimizer to generate resource-aware query 
execution plan as a systemic approach based on our observations from exhaustive 
experimental results.

4.1 Problem description

In MapReduce-based query processing system, a complex query that contains 
multiple join operators can be translated as a chain of MapReduce jobs. Without loosing 
generality, execution methodology of a chain of MapReduce jobs is very similar to 
process left-deep tree in database literature. As a general description of left-deep plan, 
if there are   join operators are existing in a given query, we can express them as a 
chain of   MapReduce jobs. Similarly, in current Hive, left-deep plan is the default way 
of transforming given query to MapReduce semantics. Furthermore, due to extremely 
large search space of other style of plan, especially bushy-plan, query optimizer in 
most commercial DBMSs only considers left-deep plan to reduce the search space of 
the plan as a heuristic approach [17]. However, [11] augured that left-deep query plan 
is not amendable to MapReduce framework because of the large cost for intermediate 
data materialization. In addition, bushy query plan shows better performance in the 
usual case, especially in distributed system because bushy plan can achieve operator 
parallelism during runtime [18, 37]. To prove what plan is the best strategy, we had an 
experimental comparison between three kinds of query execution plans: left-deep, 
bushy, and extreme plan. Note that extreme join plan uses the least number of 
MapReduce jobs as an opposite query execution plan of left-deep plan: using one job 
for processing entire join operations in a given query. In Figure 11, we visualize a 
query execution plan of TPC-H [19] Q8 which is translated by three kinds of join plans 
for this experiment. Those three plans can be translated into a chain of MapReduce 
jobs, but contains different number of jobs. Figure 12 shows the relative difference of 
the number of MapReduce jobs that each plan requires. 

Without loosing generality, we use Hive which generates left-deep plan for 
executing given query as a standard of this experiment. In addition, bushy plan is 
generated by exploiting the method of query plan generation in Aqua [11]. For extreme 
plan, all join operators are processed by using only one MapReduce job. If remaining 
operators exist, we translate operators into MapReduce jobs and add these at the end of 
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MapReduce join jobs. Based on the difference between join plans in Figure 11, we show 
the results of performance and aggregated size of intermediate data in Figure 13 and 
Figure 14, respectively. Specific details of experimental environments are introduced in 
Section 5. 

Figure11. Visualization of TPC-H Q8 via three join plans.

Figure 12. The relationship between required MapReduce jobs and join plans.

Figure 13. Query execution time of three TPC-H queries {8, 9, 21} based on three types of plans. 
{left-deep, bushy, and extreme}
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Figure 14. Aggregated size of intermediate data of three TPC-H queries {8, 9, 21} based on three 
types of plans.

The experimental result shows interesting observations as follows:

●The size of intermediate data and query execution time

We observed that even if the aggregated size of intermediate data is increasing, 
query execution performance does not become worse. In the result of query 8, 
even though the total amount of materialized intermediate data of bushy tree 
increases, job completion time is similar to the left-deep plan.

●The Query plan tree and aggregated size of intermediate data

We observed that bushy plan may generate less intermediate data than 
left-deep plan. To be more specific, inter-job intermediate data can be 
increased due to the tuple replication. However, the amount of 
decreased inter-job intermediate data is larger than the amount of increased 
intra-job intermediate data due to the high filtering rate of bushy plans. In the 
result of query 9, even if replicated join is used, the aggregated size of 
intermediate data is less than left-deep plan.

●The number of MapReduce jobs and query execution time

There is no guarantee that reducing number of MapReduce jobs always 
diminishes the total job completion time. Specifically, even if a query is 
translated into less number of MapReduce jobs, there is no dramatic 
performance benefit.

Our observations tell us that there is no absolute factor that strongly affects 
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the job completion time, even if the factor has been common belief that strongly affects 
the performance of MapReduce application. To derive important insights of query 
execution performance in MapReduce, we examine the utilization of three major 
resources in one specific node in the cluster and analysis the results one by one.

Figure 15. CPU utilization of a single node during the execution of TPC-H Q8 by using three 
different query execution plans.

Figure 15 shows the CPU utilization of three different query execution plans 
when running TPC-H Q8. The two major trends we can find from here are different 
intensities of IO wait and the CPU utilization by each query execution plan. First of all, 
Figure 15(a) shows the stable utilization patterns compared to remaining two plans: 
short periods of intensive resource utilization. Since left-deep plan of TPC-H Q8 
requires seven MapReduce jobs to process entire join operators, we can find nearly 
seven peak points of IO wait portion in Figure 15(a). Before each seven peak points of 
IO wait, the utilization of CPU becomes maximum because of the sort and merge 
operations. In Figure 15(b), we easily see that CPU is heavily utilized compared to the 
portion of IO wait. However, there are three of CPU idle periods. From the Figure 15(c) 
we can clearly see that extreme plan makes both CPU and disk busy. Note that in the 
middle of query execution, CPU utilization is halved due to the heavy disk utilization. 
Figure 16 shows the clear relationship between IO wait and the disk utilization: IO wait 
goes up when the disk is heavily utilized. Based on this fact, we can find a pattern of 
resource utilization from the Figure 17 that network resource becomes hot due to 
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shuffle operation after the heavy disk utilization. To sum it up, we can assume that 
there is a dominant resource utilization pattern in MapReduce which is in a sequence of 
CPU, local disk and network. However, in case of bushy plan, disk IO does not take a 
big portion compared to two query plans: left-deep and extreme plan. From here, we 
can make new assumptions that different join plan can have a different resource usage 
pattern, especially three of major resources. To more specifically, we listed possible 
resource usage patterns of three join plans as follows. 

●Left-deep plan: Three major resources are maximally utilized during a short 
period in order of CPU, local disk and network. We can consider this short-bust 
resource usage pattern as the stable operation of MapReduce pipeline.

●Bushy plan:　The average utilization of CPU is increased compared to the 
left-deep plan. However, the average utilization of the disk is decreased even though 
the number of maximally utilized disk operation increased. Therefore, the amount of IO 
wait also decreased compared to the left-deep plan. To sum it up, CPU can be 
considered as the potential bottleneck of bushy plan.

●Extreme plan: Both CPU and disk are heavily utilized in the early phase of the 
query processing. After then, the utilization of both CPU and disk are halved and 
continued until the middle phase of the query processing. The network is underutilized 
until the last phase of query processing. In the last phase of query processing, the 
utilization of three resources is similar to the left-deep plan: heavily utilized during a 
short time in rotation. 

Based on those dominant resource usage patterns, the relationship between job 
completion time and dominant resource usage pattern gives deep insight to achieve our 
optimization goal. To analyze the relationship between them, we need to find 
considerable factors that affects the job completion time. [7] shows the simple formula 
to detect when a network resource is saturated in terms of data generation rate at map 
function. Surprisingly, their system is not saturated by the network which is a 
contradiction of the conventional wisdom that network is the bottleneck in distributed 
system. On the contrary, an environment in Facebook, network is saturated and 
becomes a bottleneck when more than 1.6MB/s of data is generated at map function 
which is a very close rate in the system environment of [7] (1.3MB/s). The meaningful 
insight from this case is that the real bottleneck of MapReduce framework can be 
different when the environment of the system is changed.
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Figure 16. Disk utilization of a single node during the execution of TPC-H Q8 using three 
different query execution plans.

 

Figure 17. Network utilization of a single node during the execution of TPC-H Q8 by using three 
different query execution plans.
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However, the method in [7] cannot reflect the accurate features of runtime 
environment of MapReduce; concurrent task execution. Therefore, we propose more 
accurate and elaborate cost model to analyze the real bottleneck of MapReduce runtime. 
From the beginning, we visualize operators pipeline in MapReduce in Figure 2. Among 
five operators, we focus on the second and third operators in the pipeline because 
those  are the most important operators to capture the query processing performance. 
Based on those facts, we propose the cost model to measure the throughput ratio of 
disk and network which are dominantly utilized resource in second and third 
MapReduce operator pipeline. 

From the throughput ratio between two dominantly utilized resources, we can 
estimate the real bottleneck of our system. Furthermore, we can improve the query 
optimizer to generate a more efficient plan by reflecting the major resources in the 
system. Historically, left-deep plan is the default and only way of expressing a complex 
query in most of the query processing system from commercialized DBMSs to Apache 
Hive. Based on the left-deep plan, query optimizer generates a chain of binary join 
operators to process the complex query. Figure 13 shows that the left-deep plan shows 
the stable and sometimes the best performance among three kinds of join plans 
including bushy plan. This is a contradictory result of [37] that bushy plan shows better 
performance than left-deep plan by exploiting query parallelism in distributed system. 
Furthermore, in case of multi-way join processing, we observed that carefully designed 
bushy plan shows much better performance than left-deep plan. The main reason of 
performance benefit from the amount of decreased inter-job intermediate data. To be 
more specific, when we process multi-way join by exploiting bushy plan, intra-job 
intermediate data increases due to the data replication. However, network bandwidth 
can endure a certain degree of increased replicated data without any performance loss 
because network throughput is faster than the throughput of disk in our system. In 
addition, spilled data is buffered in memory before actual disk I/O requests are 
processed and a chunk of buffered data is written to disk sequentially. Therefore, we 
can use remaining network bandwidth without frequent interruption of disk I/O. In 
addition, carefully designed multi-way join operation can reduce inter-job intermediate 
data dramatically by maximizing the filtering rate of join operation. Specifically, when 
early stage of multi-way join operator can filter out unnecessary tuples of the large 
table, we can reduce the cost of maintaining objects and data structures in memory. All 
things considered, resource-aware query execution plan is more amendable to be 
executed in various system environments. 

Based on our observations and cost model of major resources, we propose a 
method to generate resource-aware efficient query execution plan for processing 
multi-way join in MapReduce. Furthermore, for achieving both performance benefit and 
relaxing the memory space constraint of multi-way join method, we introduce 
in-memory streaming hash join which considers the advantages of both 1-bucket-theta 
and replicated method. From the next section, we describe proposed ideas in details. 
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4.2 Cost model of operator pipeline in MapReduce

For modeling performance of major pipelines in MapReduce, we need to define 
several terminologies. 

Definition 1. Metric

A metric is a measure of performance of pipeline in MapReduce. The i-th 
metric  stands for the performance of i-th pipeline, Pipeline #i.

Based on the Definition 1, we can derive five metrics from operator pipelines in 
MapReduce since there are five pipelines exist in MapReduce.  

Definition 2. Component

A component is a computing machine in a cluster.

Definition 3. Intra Component Metric

Intra component metric is an unit of performance measure of pipeline in 
MapReduce by the performance of CPU and disk. 

Based on the definition of a intra component metric, we can classify metrics 
except pipeline #3 as intra component metric. Figure 18 shows two intra component 
metrics (  and ) for measuring the performance of Pipeline #1 and Pipeline 
#2, respectively. 

Definition 4. Inter Component Metric

Inter component metric is an unit of performance measure between 
components. This can be measured by the performance of network resources  

In Figure 19, Pipeline #2 produces a temp file (the output of map function) and 
stores it into the disk (local). If reduce phase is started, Pipeline #3 pulls reduce the 
input data from remote components. This is very similar to the produce and consumer 
model that consumer pulls the data when needed. Based on four definitions, we propose 
a cost model to measure throughput of inter component metric by measuring two intra 
component metric:   and .

Table 4 shows the parameters for measuring inter component metric. Note that 
parameters  and   are derived by the formula (1) :
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Figure 18. Two intra component metrics in MapReduce operator pipeline.

Figure 19. Inter component metric in MapReduce operator pipeline.

       ×    

Let   and   denote overhead from concurrent task execution in the 
map and reduce task, respectively.  and   are derived by the formula (2) and 
(3), respectively : 

 




 ×


 




 ×


Since multiple tasks are running concurrently in MapReduce runtime, each task 
may share the internal system resources such as IO bus and network bandwidth. 
Therefore, concurrent task execution in MapReduce can trigger unexpected performance 
degradation due to heavy resource contention between major resources such as CPU 
and disk. Figure 20 visualizes the contention between major resources during the 
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execution of MapReduce.

Table 4. Parameters for measuring inter component metric.

Each quadrangle is a task of MapReduce job and the name inside of the 
quadrangle stands for the dominantly utilized resource of this task. For example, 
dominantly utilized resource of   in Figure 20(a) is CPU. The red quadrangle in 
Figure 20(a) is a period that resource contention is occurring between   and . 
This resource contention degrades the performance of both tasks until the end of . 
As a general view, if heavy resource contention between tasks are occurring, we cannot 
achieve a good performance. In contrast, Figure 20(b) shows an optimal operation of 
MapReduce pipeline that there is no heavy resource contention between tasks.

 

Figure 20. Visualization of resource contention between major resources in MapReduce
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Based on these facts, throughput of disk and network can be modeled by 
formula (4) and (5) as follows.

   ×  

  × 




 ×  

    ×  

  × 




 ×  

Each parameter in Table 4 is measured by micro benchmark in our 
experimental environments. Based on the parameters, we calculate the throughput ratio 
between disk and network as follow formula (6):

      ×    ×   

   

   

By exploiting the throughput ratio, we can achieve the important fact that not 
only actual bottleneck of our MapReduce program, but also the execution strategy to 
maximize the performance of MapReduce. The inter component metric shows that the 
performance of network resource is better than disk in our system. This guarantees 
that network can consume more data produced by map task at the same time without 
significant performance loss. In other words, when we deploy bushy style plan as 
replacement of left-deep plan, we can achieve at least the same performance when 
replicated data is not too large. Furthermore, we can expect the performance 
improvement by duplicating data to maximize the filtering rate based on in-memory 
streaming hash join. Figure 21 shows the visualization of our expectation as an 
example. Let   denote the -th job in a chain of MapReduce jobs. In Figure 21, due 
to the data duplication for joining tables, the size of intermediate data is increasing 
from dotted light-blue circle to large orange circle (between Map and Reduce of  ). 
After reduce phase, generated reduce output is very small compared to not only the 
input of reduce function (green circle between   and   ), but also the result of 
  without data duplication (dotted light-black circle between   and   ). In 
other words, intra-job intermediate data which is shuffled across the network may be 
increased (from dotted light-blue circle to orange circle in the middle of map and 
reduce of  ). Note that we can reduce the inter-job intermediate data which is the 
input data of     based on the maximized filtering rate of our join method. After all, 
the size of intermediate data of     is reduced from dotted light-blue circle to 
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orange circle (between map and reduce of   ). 

Figure 21. Visualization of different size of intermediate data between intra-job and inter-job. 

Those our observations can be theoretically defined for further discussion. A 
given query  that contains a set of join tables      , is translated to a chain 
of  MapReduce jobs. Let 

  denote the size of duplicated intermediate data of -th job 
among  MapReduce jobs. Let 

  denote the size of filtered data during processing -th 
job of the given query . Based on the definitions, we define an cost function  that 
measures the efficiency of query execution plan  of the query  that processes a set 
of join tables  with a set of table schema   as:

      
  




 

 

Given a query  that processes a set of join tables  with a set of table 
schema  , we want to find the optimized query plan   where ∈  by exploiting 
the cost function :

  max  

In terms of optimization problem, we can maximize 
  by choosing the best join 

order. Furthermore, 
  can be minimized by organizing efficient join matrix. Therefore, 

we can get the maximum cost . In next section, we introduce in-memory streaming 
hash join to achieve the optimization goals. 
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4.3 In-memory streaming hash join

Join processing in MapReduce is difficult task compared to simple batch-style 
data processing (i.e., log processing) due to following reasons: lack of support for 
multiple input source, insufficient and inflexible resource management, and large cost of 
intermediate data materialization. Most of all, insufficient and inflexible resource 
management is closely related to the motivation of our join method. In database 
community, various researches [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43] try to exploit main memory more 
efficiently to achieve better join processing performance. Similarly, most of join 
algorithms in MapReduce use main memory as much as possible since they are 
implemented based on the one-pass in-memory join algorithm. Therefore, managing and 
exploiting main memory to process join operation becomes more important in 
MapReduce because most of algorithms are designed based on the unrealistic 
assumption that there is unlimited available main memory in the system.

When system lacks in its free memory, it starts to write the current data in 
memory to local disk (swapping) by virtue of virtual memory management supported by 
operating system. However, in the Section 3, we mentioned that MapReduce suffers from 
the heavy resource contention of task concurrency. We observed that during the heavy 
resource contention, the performance of current MapReduce job degraded dramatically. 
In this situation, if the available main memory is not enough, a task needs to swap out 
buffered data to disk, and the performance loss of current job growth significantly. 
Finally, some tasks of current job are failed due to several reasons and entire job may 
be failed. After the failure of job, MapReduce system needs to re-start the same job 
since there is no elaborate functionality of failure recovery. We call this phenomenon 
as “vicious cycle” of MapReduce: resource contention -> performance degradation -> 
task failure -> job failure -> restart an entire job. To avoid the vicious cycle of 
MapReduce, Hadoop community has recommended to set just fixed portion of memory 
as temporary buffer, not fully exploit as much as possible [44].

However, allocating the proper amount of resources in each processing unit is 
always hard problem. Because we need to maximize the parallelism to improve query 
execution performance and also want to allocate the least amount of resources. In 
addition, since join operation in MapReduce is implemented via one-pass join algorithm, 
most of tuples have to be buffered in memory before processing join operation. This 
becomes more critical issue when we try to process multi-way join. Since multi-way 
join handles multiple input tables at once, the amount of buffered tuples in memory 
increases enormously compared to binary join. In addition, data replication also 
contributes the heavy utilization of memory. Therefore, it is hard to get the join result 
without the careful consideration of not only join algorithm, but also resource 
management, especially memory.
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To overcome this issue, we propose in-memory streaming hash join method to 
handle multi-way join with careful consideration of memory usage. Our method only 
uses the cardinality of join tables and table schema to measure the average size of the 
tuple. When we process equi-join, if the selectivity of a scan operator in the query is 
100%, the multiplication of the average tuple size and cardinality of table gives us an 
estimated output size of that table. Then, from the MapReduce configuration, we can 
know the allocated memory size of each task, especially reduce task. By using two 
information, we can organize efficient join matrix that exploits the advantages of 
1-bucket-theta method in Section 3. Since 1-bucket-theta method stands for binary-join 
operation, we apply the replicated join method (in Section 3) to process multi-way join 
with minimizing data duplication. Table 5 shows the MapReduce configurations of our 
system that are closely related to the organization of join matrix.

Table 5. MapReduce configurations of our in-house cluster.

We list the detail of those configurations, especially three things as follows.

1) Reduce task is allocated 3GB of memory and we can use 2.6GB of memory 
for buffering. 

2) There are maximally 3 concurrent reduce tasks can run. 

3) Reduce tasks are not launched until 90% of total map tasks are finished and 
ready to send its output data to each reduce task. 

Among them, fact 3) is useful to simplify the performance model of MapReduce 
since reduce tasks are not launched until 90% of map tasks are finished and not 
aggravate resource contention during the execution of MapReduce job.

In our join method, we choose a chain of streaming binary-join instead of 
standard nested-loop join. Nested-loop is simple and can join multiple tables at once 
but require heavy memory space because it has to hold all tuples of entire join tables 
in memory. This triggers significant performance degradation of insert operation of 
hashtable. In addition, if we use other structure except hashing, search time can 
become too long. Moreover, nested-loop join processing itself takes too long when 
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cardinality of table goes up. 

Figure 22 sketches the idea of our join method. In Figure 22, we can modify the 
join order of a given query  as , , and  since equi-join has two useful features 
that is both commutative and associative operation. Let  denote join order of a query 
 that only considers the cardinality of join tables  by exploiting a set of table schema 
 . Note that table schema ∈   is mapped to table ∈ . Let a function 
  ∈ returns the cardinality of table  in a set of join table . Algorithm 
1 illustrates the join order generation for the given query . As present in Algorithm 1, 
if there are less than three join tables exist in the list of join table  , it returns 
empty join order  . Otherwise, finding the smallest and medium table,  and 
 , in   and adding those two tables to  . Then, all remaining tables  are 
added to the   according to the cardinality of the table. After deciding the join order 
of query ,  , we first generates hashtable for . Then, we first do binary join 
between table   and , and store its result as   in memory. The previous memory 
space for   is cleared and then join between  and   and join result   is stored at 
DFS as final output. 

Figure 22. An example of in-memory streaming hash join in MapReduce.
.

During processing join, we try to filter out unnecessary tuples that have not 
contributed to the join result as early as possible to improve the performance of hash 
structure. To achieve this, we have to modify the order of incoming tuples in reduce 
task. Since hash partitioning in map task can guarantee that all pairs that have the 
same partitioning key will be sent to the same reduce task, but not an incoming order 
(refer the Figure 7 to understand).
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 To modify the sort order at map task, we can guarantee that tuples from table 
  exist ahead of tuples from   with keep their own sort order. The detail 
implementation issues such composite key are described in Section 3.1 improved 
repartition join. For more detail explanation, we have to implement algorithms to modify 
the sort order of reduce input data. This is called “secondary sort” in MapReduce 
community [13]. To achieve our purpose, first, we define a composite key which 
contains two keys: join key (natural key) and grouping key (secondary key). Natural key 
is required to sort a join key that are in the same group. The secondary key is used to 
sort keys as a group. After sorting using secondary key is finished, tuples that have the 
same secondary key is grouped. For achieving this, we need to implement two classes 
for sorting which implements Comparator interface. The Comparator interface contains 
abstract method called “compare” which compares given two objects. Finally, we need 
to implement custom partitioner method that is similar to default hash partitioner in 
MapReduce framework. 

Figure 23. An example of composite key.
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After modifying sort order of reduce input data, we need to organize  by   
join matrix   for mapping map output tuple to specific reduce task. Note that  and   
denotes the number of   and    in join matrix  , respectively. 
Therefore, the join matrix   can represent the total number of ×  reduce tasks. A 
reduce task can be represented as a join cell   in the join matrix   where 
 ≤  ≤    and  ≤  ≤   . In the join matrix  , tuples from two tables  and   
are partitioned to either the   or the    of the join matrix   according 
to their source table. In this section, we assume that table  and table   are the 
source table of the   and the   , respectively. Let   and   
denote the number of tuples that are coming from Table  and Table  , respectively. 
In other words,   and   denote the number of tuples that are assigned to the 
  and the    of the join matrix  , respectively. Let  

  denote the 

-th   of the join matrix  . Each 
  where  ≤  ≤   contains   join cells: 

 where  ≤  ≤   . Note that join cells in the same   receives exactly the 
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same tuples from the Table  since partitioned tuples in this   are replicated 
toward the horizontal direction of the  : from 

  to 
   . 

Similarly, let 
  where  ≤  ≤    denote the -th    of the join matrix 

 . Each 
  contains  join cells:  where  ≤  ≤  . A tuple from table   is 

firstly partitioned to exactly one    among       by its join key and 
then duplicated to  join cells in the same    (vertically duplicated) since each 
   contains  join cells: from  

  to   
 . 

To process multiple tables at once by exploiting the join matrix  , especially 
three tables, we need to distinguish join tables according to their cardinalities as: small, 
medium and large table. Note that the medium table is a table of the 50th percentile, or 
median table among a list join tables that is sorted by descending order. For reducing 
the amount of duplicated data, multi-way join using the join matrix   follows three 
rules: 

●Avoiding duplication of tuples in large table and partitioning tuples to exactly 
one join cell.

●Assigning medium table to the column part of join matrix if    to reduce 
the amount of duplicated data in medium table, or to the row part of join 
matrix if   .

●Assigning small table to the row part of join matrix if   , or to the column 
part if   .

Example 1. Table assignment

Table 6 shows the status of three tables of the query q’ in Figure 24. From the 
Table 6, we can figure out the relationship of cardinalities among tables as 
    . To join three tables at once, we organize   by  join 
matrix  ′ . In this example, we assume    that the join matrix  ′  has horizontally 
long and vertically short shape of quadrangles. To organize the join matrix,  we first 
categorize join tables by their cardinalities: Table   as large, Table   as a 
medium, and Table  as small. After table categorization, we apply the three rules 
above by using the relationship of cardinality between the three tables. Based on the 
first rule, tuples in Table  is partitioned to exactly one join cell in the join 
matrix. Based on the second rule, Table   is assigned to the column part of the 
join matrix due to   . Table  is assigned to the row part of the join matrix.
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Table 6. Table statistics of the query q’ in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Query q’ used in Example {1,2}

Let   and   be the number of assigned tuples to column part and row part of a 
join cell, respectively. In addition, let   be the number of partitioned tuples in a 
join cell. In this case, we can calculate and   by following formula (9) and (10):

 




  

 


Based on the formula (9) and (10), we can estimate the amount of duplicated data in 
each row part and column part of the join matrix as formula (11), (12). However, we do 
not consider the tuple of the large table ,  , since we only consider the amount 
of duplicated data. Each join cell in join matrix processes the total number of 
      duplicated tuples.

   ×    

     ×   
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Note that assigning appropriate part of the join matrix to join table is very important 
since it significantly affects the amount of duplicated data during join processing.
In addition, from the formula (11) ~ (14), the number of row and column part,  and  , 
are very important parameters to decide the amount of duplicated data.  Furthermore, 
we need to balance the workload between reduce tasks by handling the number of 
required reduce tasks,  . In practice, assigning tables to the proper part of join 
matrix is very simple task compared to choosing the proper value of  and   to decide 
the appropriate number of  .  However, finding optimal value of  and   requires 
to process  algorithm. To reduce the search space, we use the cardinality of join 
tables to estimate near-optimal values of  and   as a heuristic approach. When 
searching the value of  and  , it is dangerous to select the large value of either  or 
  to reduce the amount of the value of   or   since too large value of either  
and   increases  . The large   can reduce the workload of each reduce 
task, but incur not only large overhead of task management, but also the total amount 
of data materialization cost. To avoid this, we use the lower bound of the number of 
tuple assignment,  , for not only launching appropriate number of reduce task, 
 , but also assigning proper number of tuples to each reduce task. We consider 
Cartesian product computation to set   since it usually shows the worst 
performance among various join algorithms due to compare all possible pairings of two 
tables. In Cartesian product computation between Table  and Table  , the lower 
bound of the total number of tuples is ×   that each reduce task produces 



×   tuples. From the view of a join cell, it receives at least   



×   

tuples from both two tables. By exploiting   and the cardinality ratio of two tables, 
we can calculate appropriate values of  and  . Then, comparing   and   
to decide whether we need to reduce   or not. In other words, we need to check 
the duplicated data per reduce task that whether it is too large or not. If   is 
larger than  , we can increase the value of  and   to reduce the duplicated data 
per reduce task (fine-granularity partitioning). 

We describe the join matrix organization in our join method in Algorithm 5. 
First, the medium table   and the small table  are retrieved from the join 
order   (line 1~2). Note that   is sorted in descending order by table cardinality. 
The algorithm derives   and   from the list of table schema S (line 3~4). By 
exploiting   and  , the algorithm decides the value r and s of join matrix M (line 
5~6). Then, the algorithm calculates the lower bound of reduce input data per each 
reduce task,   (line 7). In line 8~9,   and   are calculated. Based on the 
various variables, the algorithm calculates  that is the total amount of duplicated 
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data of the join matrix   (line 10). In line 11, we divide  by the number of reduce 
tasks,  , to get the amount of assigned duplicated tuple per reduce task, 
 . In line 12~15, we check the condition of   and   to guarantee 
the amount of assigned duplicated data as reasonable per each reduce task. Note that 
  can guarantee the optimal memory usage with minimizing the possibility of 
memory overflow issue. In line 16, the algorithm organizes a join matrix   by 
exploiting various variables we calculated.

Figure 25. An example of join matrix  . 
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Example 2. Estimating the amount of duplicated tuples

Query q’ in Figure 24 joins three tables at once based on our method. The cardinalities 
of three tables are    ,   , and   . We assume 
that    as the default. By exploiting the cardinalities of three tables, we 
categorize the Table   as large, Table   as medium and Table  as 
small. Then, we assign Table  to the row part and Table   to the column part 
of the join matrix. The value of  and   are initialized as seven and one, according to 
the cardinality ratio as heuristic approach. In addition, we initialize various variables: 

  


 ×

  ,     ,    . Based on those 

variables, the amount of duplicated tuples is estimated as    . 

Then,   becomes ⌈
⌉  . We need to update seven 

variables except   since    . The meaning of     is 
that each reduce task consumes too many tuples; therefore, we need to increase the 
number of both row and column part by a factor of two to reduce the assigned number 
of tuples. After increasing r from one to two and s from seven to fifteen, the variables 
containing the variables r and s are updated as follows:     ,    , 
    and   ×   that become the same as the system 

configuration. As a result,   is reduced from   to ⌈ ⌉  . As a 

result, we need not to update any variables since    . Finally, 2 by 15 
join matrix   is generated.

Algorithm 6 illustrates the partitioning method of our join implementation. First, 
we distinguish input tables by their cardinality: the smallest table as small, the largest 
table as large, the medium table as medium, and the remaining tables as remaining 
(line 3). The algorithm applies a different tuple partitioning strategy by the source table. 
If the tuple comes from the small table, we use the  function to 
assign the tuple to the    row part 

 (line 5). Then, the input tuple is replicated 
to   reduce tasks that are assigned in 

  (line 6~7). Similarly, an input tuple from 
medium table is assigned to the    column part, 

  by calling 
  function (line 9). After the target column part is decided, the 
input tuple is duplicated to  reduce tasks that are assigned in 

  (line 10~11). If an 
input tuple comes from the large table (line 12), this tuple does not need to be 
replicated since we can partition the tuple by using both  and 
  functions (line 13~14). If a source table of the input tuple is not a 
family of small, medium, and large, we just distribute to all reducer (line 15~16). Finally, 
a list of reduce tasks for the input tuple is returned as a result (line 17).
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Our method exploits the advantages of the majority of join methods we 
introduced in Section 3. To sum it up, we summarize the advantages we utilize to 
propose the in-memory streaming join in Table 7.

Table 7. The advantages of three join methods.
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4.4 Finding multi-way join group

Based on the cost model of major resources and in-memory streaming hash 
join, we introduce a method of generating resource-aware query execution plan in 
MapReduce. To explain our method, we define several terminologies.

Definition 4. Join graph

A join graph of the query  ,       is an undirected graph, where

●A vertex  where ∈  denote the Table  that is involved in the query  . 

●An undirected edge        denote the join operator between Table  and 
Table  that are joined by equality condition.

●A weight of an edge     ,  denotes the number of join conditions 
between Table  and Table .

Figure 26 shows an example of a join graph for TPC-H Q9. From the Figure 26, 
we can define a join graph      . A set of a vertex   in     
contains six vertices and a set of an edge   in     contains five edges, where
       , and     

        . Note that a 
weight of an edge     is two since there are two join conditions 
between two tables.

Figure 26. An example of join graph of TPC-H Q9.

From the join graph, we need to find multi-way join groups to further explain 
join plan generation. 
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Definition 5. Candidate Join group

The    candidate join group 
  is a subgraph of a join graph 

     that contains   vertices in a vertex set   where    and   ⊆  .

In our work, we mainly consider the number of three join tables in each vertex 
set   of ∀

 . For example, a candidate join group 
   

     is the first element of the candidate join group 
of the given query, TPC-H Q9. In algorithmic representation, for finding candidate join 
groups, we consider a path of length two which is starting from any vertex in a join 
group. We use level-synchronous DFS　(Depth-First-Search) algorithm to find friends of 
the current vertex. The details of the level-synchronous DFS algorithm is beyond our 
scope. Finding candidate join group problem can be transformed to a simple problem in 
graph theory: finding friends of a vertex within two hops. Selecting proper   is the 
major performance related problem in the query execution plan generation. If network 
resource is much faster than disk, we can select   as more than three since network 
can transfer more data at the same time without any performance degradation. In this 
work, we use   as three since network throughput is slightly faster than disk (see 
Section 4.2).

Definition 6. Join group

The i-th join group 
  is a special type of candidate join group 

  that is 
selected by a query plan generator. All join group 

  exist in the query execution 
plan of the given query  .

 
Definition 7. Difference of the cardinality

The difference of the cardinality between two tables  and , a function 
   returns the numerical absolute difference between the cardinality of two 
tables. 

For example, if the cardinality of Table   is 100 and Table   is 200, then 
   is 100.

Definition 8. Dominant Join group

A dominant join group   is a special type of join group that exists only one 
group in the given query   where
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●The number of tables in   is at least two tables.

●Two tables  and  are involved in   where the     is the 
maximum in a given query  .

Algorithm 7 describes a method of finding a dominant join group of the given 
query  . We generate candidate join groups by finding friends of a join table within 2 
hops (line 3). Note that a function   takes a parameter as two to 
indicate the length of hop. Then, we can find the largest table of the join tables in a 
given query  . Then, find a dominant join group from the list of join tables by 
exploiting a function . (see Definition 7, line 5~11). After finding the dominant join 
group,  , removing it from the list of candidate join groups (line 12).

Based on those definitions, we explain how to find join groups in given query 
  . In Figure 26, we can find five candidate join groups: 
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Among them, we can know that the candidate join group 
  

     becomes the dominant join group in join graph 
   since      is the maximum in a given query   . 
After finding the dominant join group of   ,    , we can add 
remaining join tables into the query execution plan. In this example, starting from 
  in    , we can find three edges that are connected to   as 
follows: 

    

   

   

Since      and     are involved in 
   , we need to check     to expand join plan for 
covering entire join tables in the given query   . Table  is involved in 
various candidate join groups from   

  to   
 . After excluding the 

tables in    ,  is the largest table in terms of the cardinality of the 
table. We can apply a similar approach as finding a dominant join group to Table 
. However, we need to consider the result of join operation in      as 
a new join table. Therefore, we need to consider four tables which are 
    and the join result of the    , instead of three join 
tables. In this situation, it is not easy to choose the generate method of the join plan 
related to the Table . There are two possible choices as follows: 

●Taking multi-way join including a join table that is connected to the Table 
 and has the largest weight of an edge.

●Taking binary join with a join table that is connected to the Table , 
instead of multi-way join.

In our example, we choose the first rule to generate query execution plan. 
Therefore, the Table  joins the Table  that is included in the result of 
the    . Then, there are two remaining tables,  and , and these 
two tables are grouped as    

 . Note that symbol  in    
  denote the 
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remaining tables of the current query execution plan.  denote the join 
result of the . Therefore, we found two join groups    

  and 
   

  for executing the given query   . 

  
    

  
  

  
 

Algorithm 8 describes the generation of query execution plan based on various 
definitions. Note that   is the largest table in terms of the cardinality among of 
a given query  , and   is the largest table among  that exclude 
the join tables in a dominant join group of a given query  . The algorithm first 
initializes a join plan   of the given query   and add the dominant join group of the 
given query  ,   into   (line 1~2). The algorithm generates join graph   (line 
3), and initialize the list of join table in join graph  ,   and the list of remaining 
tables    which contains the join tables except the join tables in the 
dominant join group of the given query  ,  . The algorithm finds the largest table 
in both   and   (line 6~7). In line 8, all edges in   is stored in   
(line 8). In line 9~31, the algorithm generates a query plan in while-loop until there is 
no tables in  . If more than two edges are existed in   (line 10), check 
every edge  in the   to decide whether considering the join result of dominant join 
group   to organize a new join group   or not. We do not consider the join 
result of the   if a weight of an edge     is less than two (line 
13). Instead, we consider a join group that only includes  , not both (line 
14~15). Because joining large tables with less join condition (usually just one join 
condition exist) may trigger increasing of intra-job intermediate data but decrease 
filtering rate of join operation, then we cannot decrease inter-job intermediate data. We 
exploit the strategy that choose the table that contains more join condition to increase 
the filtering rate of join operation. If there is more than two join conditions in edge 
   , we organize a new join group   that includes not only 
 , but also the join result of  . After finding available join tables for 
 , adding the   to join plan   (line 16~19). If an edge   does not contain a 
pair of  , we try to join remaining tables by exploiting default join 
method as heuristic approach: a chain of binary join (line 20~25). If there is only one 
candidate edge in  , joining two tables of the edge e by exploiting binary join 
(line 26~29). To handle last case which   contains only one table, we just 
add that table in the join plan (line 30~31). The join plan of the input query  ,   is 
returned as a result of algorithm 8 (line 32).
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Figure 27 ~ 29 show the comparison between four possible join plans in three 
TPC-H queries　{8, 9, 21}. In three Figures, we denote   as the number of maximum 
join tables per join group. The rectangular stands for the join table and the symbol 
inside of the join table means the short name of that join table. We listed a short name 
of all join tables as follows:   as Table Nation,   as Table Orders,   as Table 
Lineitem,   as Table Part,   as Table Partsupp,   as Table Supplier,   as Table 
Customer and  as Table Region. The rectangular which is filled with orange color is 
the table which is replicated to other reduce task (partially or entirely). The white 
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rectangular is partitioned without any duplication. Usually a large table in join group is 
partitioned without replication for minimizing replicated data. Compared to other join 
plans, the result of our plan achieves 20% ~ 30% of performance benefit due to our 
resource-aware efficient join plan.

Figure 27. Four possible join plans of TPC-H Query 8.
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Figure 28. Four possible join plans of TPC-H Query9. 
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Figure 29. Four possible join plans of TPC-H Query21. 
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Ⅴ. EXPERIMENTS

  ● Experimental environment

We evaluate the performance and efficiency of our method by using our 
in-house cluster. Our cluster is organized as 1 master node and 10 slave nodes. They 
are connected via one gigabit ethernet network. Both master node and slave node had a 
single 3.4Ghz Intel Core i7-4770 processor (4 core and 8MB cache) with 16GB of 
memory and 1x4TB SATA disk. Each node operates CentOS 6.4. Figure 30 shows the 
Hadoop ecosystem of our cluster. We used Hadoop 2.4.1 including YARN [20] as a 
distributed operating system on top of Distributed File System (HDFS). Detail 
configurations are listed in following Table 8. In addition, we also run Apache Hive 0.13 
with YSmart [8] on top of Hadoop Before starting experiments we run 
micro-benchmarking program to earn required values of parameters. The specific 
information of parameters for our throughput ratio model are listed in Table 4.  

              

  Figure 30. Hadoop ecosystem of our cluster.     Table 8. Configurations of our Hadoop system.

  ● Dataset and details of experiments

In our experiments, we use a synthetic dataset of TPC-H which scale is 100 GB. 
For running various TPC-H queries with four query execution plans, we use both Hive 
and MapReduce. For obtaining the performance of left-deep plan, we write HiveQL 
script for each TPC-H query and run on Hive on top of MapReduce. We use default 
configurations of Hive without any modification for fair comparison between other 
plans. For bushy-style query execution plan, we exploit proposed query plan generation 
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method in [11] and implement it as a chain of MapReduce jobs. Remaining two query 
execution plans are implemented as a custom MapReduce jobs as similar to bushy-style 
plan. We describe the major difference as a view of join implementation of four join 
plans in Table 9. In bushy plan, when number of join table is larger then two, it uses 
replicated join, but if the number of join table is two, then it uses symmetric hash join: 
adaptive join approach. In our method, when the number of join table is larger than 
two, we use in-memory streaming hash join in Section 4.3, but if the number of join 
table is two, then it uses standard repartition join. In extreme join plan, we utilize our 
method to compare the effects of resource-aware mechanism. In terms of this 
comparison, bushy plan takes a different approach in both join plan generation and join 
algorithm compared to our method.

Table 9. The comparison between join plans in terms of join implementation.

  ● Discussion

Figure 31 and 33 shows the experimental results of four join execution plans. In 
addition, Figure 32 and 34 shows the aggregated size of intra-job intermediate data 
during processing each query. We discuss these results one by one in terms of the type 
of plan.

- Extreme plan

Extreme plan shows the worst performance due to huge large amount of 
duplicated data that causes the huge cost of sort and merge operations. Specifically, it 
triggers critical issue in terms of operator pipeline. Generally, multi-way join requires 
duplication of map output pair to all reduce tasks that are intersecting in the same row 
or column of a join matrix (Section 4.2). Extreme join plan generates huge amount of 
duplicated data to get the exact result because the join matrix is organized for only 
three large tables. Therefore, tuples in remaining tables need to be replicated to all 
reducers and it causes the large cost of the sort and merge operations during map 
phase. Normally, sort and merge operations in map phase are CPU-bound. CPU-heavy 
operation usually worsens I/O bottleneck that can trigger the vicious cycle in 
MapReduce runtime. Since operating system supports I/O optimization at system level, 
and even if we are not launching more tasks than number of cores in the system, 
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some CPU cores lost their cycles to wait I/O completion. This degrades the sort and 
merge performance until the end of vicious cycle. This affects the performance of task 
execution since reduce tasks can start after all map tasks are finished. To sum it up, if 
we can reduce the length of job chain as short as possible by exploiting extreme plan, 
but it turns out to the worst choice. In this view, bushy plan can be seen as a relaxed 
method of extreme plan that it reduces some amount of required MapReduce jobs. 
Compared to our method, extreme plan gives insights that the importance reducing 
intra-job intermediate data to achieve the query execution performance.

Figure 31. Normalized job completion time  of TPC-H queries {8, 9, 21} by exploiting of four join 
plans {Extreme, Left-deep, Bushy, Our method}.

Figure 32. Normalized Aggregated intermediate data of TPC-H queries {8, 9, 21} by exploiting of 
four join plans {Extreme, Left-deep, Bushy, Our method}.
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Figure 33. Normalized job completion time of TPC-H queries {Q3, Q5, Q10} by exploiting of four 
join plans {Extreme, Left-deep, Bushy, Our method}.

Figure 34. Normalized Aggregated intermediate data of TPC-H queries {Q3, Q5, Q10} by exploiting 
of four join plans {Extreme, Left-deep, Bushy, Our method}.

- Left-deep plan

It is meaningful to compare extreme join plan and left-deep plan to see the 
advantages of left-deep plan. Left-deep plan always shows the better performance than 
extreme case. For example, TPC-H Q8 contains join operation between customer table 
and region table. However, tuples in customer table are not filtered at map function; 
therefore, 15M tuples need to be sorted and spilled multiple time to be duplicated all 
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reduce tasks. The estimated number of tuples shuffled across the network is 
 × . Figure 35 shows the completion time of all map tasks during processing 
TPC-H Q8 by using extreme plan. In this Figure, we can know that just 2% of map 
tasks (17 of 766) decide total job completion time. On the contrary, in left-deep plan,  
customer table is partitioned by its join key; thus, it does not need to be replicated to 
all reducers. Therefore, we can save not only the sorting cost, but also the huge 
number of disk operations compared to extreme case. However, compared to our 
method, left-deep plan gives insight of reducing inter-job intermediate data even if it 
cases the increase of intra-job intermediate data. Note that if there is only three join 
tables in a simple query, left-deep shows the best performance because the benefit of 
reduced inter-job intermediate data cannot exceed the tuple partitioning method of 
left-deep plan that is not required tuple duplication.

Figure 35. Map task completion time of TPC-H query 8 (Extreme plan).

- Bushy plan

Bushy plan shows slightly better performance than left-deep plan in only few 
queries. Especially in query 9, it shows poor performance than left-deep plan clearly 
due to join three large tables at once. At map phase, tuples that contain selected 
attributes of three tables are shuffled without any filtering condition and they are joined 
by the replicated join method. This cannot be compensated except modifying the query 
execution plan. The missing points of bushy plan are listed as follows: 

1) It cannot capture the throughput of resources in terms of MapReduce 
pipeline. 

2) It cannot decide the best join order to maximize the filtering rate of join 
operator.
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3) It cannot guarantee the fair workload by organizing carefully designed join 
matrix to assign tuples to specific reduce tasks.

Since network resource of our system shows better performance than disk, 
some degree of duplicated data does not damage the overall performance. As we listed 
in above, this  should be considered at query planning phase to select. However, due to 
the bad join order selection, the increase of duplicated data exceeds the limitation of 
buffering effects of the network. Furthermore, join matrix of replicated join does not 
consider the amount of workload per reduce task, especially duplicated data. This 
aggravates the performance compared to not only our method, but also left-deep plan. 
To sum it up, we cannot reduce the inter-job intermediate data if we does not consider 
the join plan elaborately.

- Our plan

Comparing to other plans, our method has two advantages: minimizing inter-job 
intermediate data by maximizing filtering rate of join operator and efficient join 
implementation. First of all, our method pays the extra cost to duplicate data more 
than other plans in a few MapReduce jobs (not all MapReduce jobs in the job chain). 
However, we can minimize inter-job intermediate data by maximizing its filtering rate of  
join operator, especially a dominant join group. Dominant join group effects overall job 
completion time more than any other join groups in each join operator. Therefore, 
recognizing the dominant join group is the first priority to improve the performance. By 
exploiting dominant join group, we can achieve performance benefit without not only 
any modification of Hadoop, but also without any system support features such as 
columnar data layout, index, histogram, or other statistical information. In addition, we 
can show that extra amount of duplication of data does not degrade the overall 
performance of MapReduce pipeline by the cost model of throughput ratio in terms of 
operator pipeline in MapReduce. Our method shows the best performance in all join 
queries except TPC-H Q3 because left-deep plan generates less intra-job intermediate 
data then our method. The query of TPC-H Q3 is the simplest query among all queries 
we used and only joins three tables. Note that when there is less than three join tables 
in a query, our method is slower than left-deep plan due to the cost of data 
duplication. 

In addition, due to efficiency of in-memory streaming hash join, we can further 
improve the overall performance of join processing. During the research, we observed 
that nested-loop join in large-scale join processing is not a proper solution since the 
scale of join tables are too large. However, hash-based join also can suffer because of 
hash collision in large-scale join processing. From our two observations, we choose 
hash based join implementation to reduce the cost of join. In addition, we also modify 
the sorting order of multiple join tables to reduce the cost of handling hash collision. 
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Specifically, when we use a small table among join tables in each join group to build a 
hashtable, we can minimize the number of hash collision if the join key is not unique 
key. Furthermore, we choose in-memory streaming based join to relax the memory 
space constraint which is important to make the algorithm as stable in distributed and 
parallel system. This is a very important feature as a view of fault-tolerance of the 
systemic approach.

- Comparison as a view of query

We listed the insights from each query in Table 10. The first interesting 
comparison is between TPC-H Q3 and TPC-H Q21. The difference between two queries 
are the dominant factor of performance. In TPC-H Q3, there is only three join tables 
that are expressed as two MapReduce jobs. In this case, replicating tuples cannot gain a 
performance benefit. Therefore, left-deep shows the best performance. In contrast, 
when the query is scan-dominant query, optimizing join algorithm has slight effects to 
the query performance. We can see that there is no big difference of job completion 
time between each type of plan. From the TPC-H Q {8, 9}, we can see that intra- and 
inter-job intermediate data affects the performance of multi-way join processing. Note 
that when the # of join tables evolving the join query is increased, those two factors 
play a role to query processing performance. Therefore, our optimization goal fits to 
process complex query efficiently. In case of TPC-H Q5, Left-deep and Bushy plan is 
affected by the intra-job intermediate data since they do not exploit our join method. 
However, our method and extreme plan shows better performance compared to them 
due to fair workload assignment of reduce tasks. TPC-H Q10 shows the importance of 
memory management during join processing in MapReduce. In experimental results, 
Extreme plan and Bushy plan cannot finish the jobs due to out of memory error. Note 
that even if the Extreme plan exploits our join algorithm, it is failed since it cannot 
exploit our join plan. Those five factors can be derived from our experimental results. 
Our method can cover all five factors without any modification of Hadoop.

Table 10. Analysis of all queries in our experiments
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Ⅵ. RELATED WORK

● Join processing in MapReduce

There are enormous efforts to adapt the technical heritage of database system 
into MapReduce, especially join processing since join operation is the most important 
operation among various DBMS operations. Map-reduce-merge [22] adds the merge 
phase after reduce phase to process join. This research shows how relational operators 
can be transformed to MapReduce literature. Especially they introduces three types of 
joins (sort-merge, hash, and block nested-loop joins) and implements using their 
paradigm. However, it requires modification of MapReduce internals and user need to 
implement quite different programming model to exploit their features. [14, 24] describe 
how can we optimize multi-way join in MapReduce. They use a mathematical approach 
to define and optimize the multi-way join and star-join and chain-join as special cases. 
In their work, they introduce a concept of share in map-keys that are used to 
determine the destination of the output tuple in map function. By efficiently exploiting 
shares of map-keys, they try to minimize the shuffling cost in terms of mathematical 
optimization. In addition, [14] introduces replicated join to process multi-way join, 
especially equi-join in MapReduce framework. In our work, replicated join is considered 
as one of our motivations since we try to use key-based partitioning approach that is 
the nature of MapReduce. [21] introduces the join implementation in MapReduce 
interface to benchmark between MapReduce and commercial parallel DBMS. They 
transform their own query into three MapReduce jobs and discuss the drawbacks of join 
processing in MapReduce. Map-join-reduce [23] takes a similar approach as [22] to add 
new phase called join between map and reduce phase. The main idea of this work is 
overcoming the limitation of MapReduce, especially processing more than one input 
sources efficiently. To achieve this, runtime system forks join phase with reduce task of 
MapReduce and processing join with the instance of reduce task. Reduce task does 
aggregation of tuples from join phase. [7] compares four equi-join algorithm in 
MapReduce in terms of log processing. Usually log processing requires filtering 
unnecessary data from large data and joins with small data that is similar as fact table 
and dimension table, respectively. In this work, improved repartition join that is 
improved version of standard repartition join is considered in detail. They shows the 
advantages and drawbacks of each join algorithms and proposes available 
pre-processing steps to improve their performance in MapReduce. However, except 
standard repartition join, any of remaining three algorithms run to join large-scale of 
data successfully without any failure in our test due to memory issues. In our work, we 
can handle memory issues simply but efficiently by only exploiting cardinality of join 
tables even though we try to process multi-way join in MapReduce. [15] proposed 
1-bucket-theta and M-bucket-theta mapping methods to process theta-join in 
MapReduce. They focus on how to balance input and output of reduce task where 
actual join processing is occurring. Since data skew in key-based partitioning method in 
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MapReduce triggers straggler problem [3] that affects the total job completion time. 
However, they open the choice of join algorithm to users. Therefore, it is possible to 
choice simple but not efficient join algorithm in their system. When we use an 
inefficient join implementation to process join without consideration of not only an 
aspect of resources of system, but also MapReduce pipeline, even if we exploit the 
proposed method in this work, we cannot get reasonable performance benefits. [9] 
expands the problem in [15] to process multi-way theta join in MapReduce. To 
overcome the communication cost of multi-way join in MapReduce, they partition the 
multi-dimensional join space by Hilbert space-curve. In addition, they consider reduce 
task unit as an important optimization criteria and shows how to select a reasonable 
number of reduce task when running multi-way theta join using only one MapReduce 
job. However, in our work, multi-way join in MapReduce by using only one MapReduce 
job does not guarantee the best performance since the performance bottleneck in 
MapReduce pipeline. In our work, we consider not only an algorithmic approach to 
improve the performance of join processing, but also the generation of efficient query 
plan as a view of resource of our system. To the best of our knowledge, our work is 
the first to study and implement the resource-aware concept in MapReduce, especially 
in join processing which is the most important operation in database system.

● Query optimization in MapReduce

In database literatures, query optimization is the key of database system. 
However, because MapReduce runtime is parallel and distributed environment, there is 
no absolute solution to boost the query execution performance. In addition, due to 
MapReduce interface which has a data unit as a key-value pair and pipeline operation 
in MapReduce, it is not easy to apply optimization techniques in traditional relational or 
parallel database system. Based on those ideas, we can categorize query optimization in 
MapReduce as two big approaches: algorithmic and systemic optimization. In this section 
we only consider the systemic approach to optimize MapReduce query. In systemic 
approach, many researches expand or modify MapReduce system for adding new 
features. In this aspect, [22, 23] expands MapReduce interface to process join more 
naturally. [25] introduces a PACT model that expands Nephele [26] system to overcome 
the inflexibility of MapReduce interface to process complex operations. HadoopDB [3]  
combine database engine and MapReduce as a hybrid system to exploit the advantages 
of both sides. Especially, HadoopDB uses its database layer as much as possible in each 
local node. Therefore, it can exploit the query optimization techniques in its local 
DBMS. Llama [27] exploits columnar data layout and different data materialization 
techniques to process join in MapReduce, especially multi-way join via concurrent join 
technique. However, running multiple join groups concurrently is the basic approach of 
bushy-style query execution plan in MapReduce since parallelism is the nature of 
MapReduce. Clydesdale [28] proposes multi-thread join processing in MapReduce. Since 
Clydesdale forks only one task JVM but try to run multiple threads in JVM. Each thread 
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reads either a chunk of dimension table or fact table. Then, the threads that read fact 
tables build hashtable in the same memory space, then threads that read dimension 
table join by using hashtables of fact tables. Clyndasdale also uses columnar storage 
and replication of dimension table to each node to utilize the locality of data. However, 
it suffurs memory space constraints since all join threads are running in the same 
memory and required data should be loaded into memory entirely. 

As a view of the query plan generation, AQUA [11] optimizes Hive system by two 
approaches: shared scan, cost-based optimization via histogram and data statistics of 
data. AQUA uses bushy-style plan generation to use concurrent join of independent join 
group of bushy-style query execution plan. YSmart [8] is SQL-to-MapReduce translator 
that captures query correlation. By removing correlation of a given query in terms of 
data, it can reduce the number of required MapReduce jobs to get the result. Since 
Hive takes one-operator-per-one-job approach, it can save task initialization cost and 
data materialization cost. However, reducing the number of job as much as possible 
may not help improving total job completion time when there is a bottleneck in 
MapReduce pipeline due to packing many workloads in one MapReduce job. RoPE [30] 
collects useful information from a current running query and try to optimize this job 
when given query is processing in the future. Various optimization approaches are 
adapted when the query is re-run on top of RoPE runtime in MapReduce. However, it is 
worthless except re-running the same query at least one time. DYNO [31] introduces 
cost-based optimization approach that by learning about query and data by running a 
micro job instead of running job using entire data. DYNO uses pilot runs that executes 
a small part of a given query as sampled data, called pilot run phase. During the pilot 
run, it can learn about various statistical features of data that can be exploited in 
query optimization phase. Then, cost-based optimization approach is applied with 
statistical information and choose the best plan by join enumeration. 
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Ⅶ. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose resource-aware multi-way join method in MapReduce. 
Our join method considers not only algorithmic but also a systemic approach to 
improve the performance of multi-way query processing in MapReduce. As an 
algorithmic approach, we propose in-memory streaming hash join method with careful 
consideration of memory usage and balanced workload of each reduce task that 
processes join operation. To avoid the memory overflow issue in MapReduce, we exploit 
an optimized join order to buffer data as small as possible to avoid memory overflow 
problem. In addition, the optimized join order try to reduce the inter-job intermediate 
data. Remaining join tuples are streamed into the buffer and join results are returned. 
As systemic approach, we generate resource-aware multi-way join plan. For considering 
the resources of the computing machine, we propose a cost model to measure the 
throughput of the resources that are utilized during multi-way join operation. Based on 
the difference between throughput of resources, we generate a different plan by fully 
exploit fast resource as much as possible. Our experiments conducted on our in-house 
cluster using TPC-H queries and datasets show that our multi-way join method is faster 
than not only the latest version of Hive, but also AQUA [11] in every join query without 
the size of aggregated intermediate data. 
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요 약 문

자원 활용을 고려한 맵리듀스 기반 멀티웨이 조인 처리

Shared-nothing 구조 기반의 분산 및 병렬 데이터 처리 시스템인 맵리듀스는 데

이터베이스 분야에서 부터 기초과학 및 응용과학까지 매우 광범위한 분야에서 대규

모 데이터에 대한 분석을 위해 사용되고 있다. 하지만 맵리듀스는 매우 단순한 종류

의 질의 처리를 위해 만들어졌기 때문에, 대규모 데이터 분석에 사용되는 매우 복잡

한 형태의 질의는 잘 처리하지 못하는 단점이 있다. 특히 데이터 분석 질의에서 매

우 빈번하게 사용되는 조인 연산 처리에서 기존의 RDBMS와 비교해볼 때 매우 비

효율적으로 처리하는 Data-flow를 가지고 있다. 이러한 단점에도 불구하고, 처리해야 

하는 데이터의 크기가 폭발적으로 증가함에 따라, 기존의 RDBMS 기반의 scale-up

시스템의 한계점이 분명해진 이 시점에서, 맵리듀스를 이용한 다양한 형태의 질의처

리 기술, 특히 조인에 대한 효율적인 처리 방법이 매우 필요하다. 여러 가지 종류의 

조인 연산 중 멀티웨이 조인 연산은 데이터로부터 의미 있는 결과를 도출하기 위해 

사용되는 복잡한 질의에 매우 빈번하게 사용되며, 질의를 효율적으로 표현할 수 있

게 해준다. 따라서 맵리듀스 기반의 환경에서 효율적인 멀티웨이 조인 연산의 처리 

방법은 활용가치가 매우 높은 기술이라 할 수 있다.

본 논문에서는 맵리듀스를 활용한 효율적인 멀티웨이 조인 처리 방법에 대해 다

룬다. 특히, 조인 연산에서 매우 빈번하게 발생하는 메모리 오버플로우 (memory

overflow) 문제와 멀티웨이 조인 연산의 느린 처리 속도를 개선하기 위해 알고리즘과 

시스템 두 가지 관점에서 효율적인 방법을 제안한다. 첫째로, 알고리즘 적인 관점에

서 본 논문은 인-메모리 기반의 스트리밍 조인 방법을 제안한다. 특히, 조인 연산 처

리 중 발생하기 쉬운 메모리 오버플로우 문제를 해결하기 위한 데이터 파티셔닝 

(data partitioning) 방법을 다룬다. 그리고 복잡질의를 처리하기 위한 일련의 맵리듀

스 작업간의 데이터 이동을 최대한 줄이기 위해 최적화된 조인 순서를 생성하는 방

법을 다룬다. 또한 시스템적인 관점에서 맵리듀스 연산 처리시의 시스템 자원간의 

성능차이를 비용모델로 도출하고 이를 활용해 가장 빠른 자원을 최대한 활용할 수 

있도록 하는 효율적인 복잡 질의 실행 계획 생성 방법을 제안한다. 여러 가지 

TPC-H 질의와 생성 데이터를 사용한 실험에서 우리가 제안한 멀티웨이 조인 처리 

방법이 가장 최신의 Apache Hive[5]와 AQUA [11]에서 제안한 질의 처리 계획을 사

용하였을 때 보다 대부분의 경우에서 좋은 성능을 보이고 있으며, 주요 자원에 대한 

효율적 사용으로 인해 합계된 중간데이터의 크기가 늘어나더라도 좋은 성능을 보인

다.

핵심어: 멀티웨이 조인, 자원고려, 맵리듀스, 스트리밍, 균등한 작업량.
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